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995LM
Small Square Balewrapper

A Bale Monitor: The wrap monitor performs a number of
different functions on the machine, the number of
rotations, bale count, table speed and bales per hour are
all displayed.

B Dispenser: The aluminum dispenser has an excellent
ability to maintain a consistent stretch, which maximises
film usage.The unit can use 250mm or 360mm film and
is also capable of taking a 500mm roll.

C Auto Stop: This facility allows you to program in the
required number of rotations and start the machine by
pushing down the control lever. When the desired number
is reached the machine will stop automatically.

o Oscillating Rollers: The patented roller design ensures
that the contours of every bale are followed accurately
and gently allows accurate wrapping of the bale, which
is essential for haylage.

E Bobbins: The adjustable bobbins at each end of the table
can be set according to the bale length.

F Safety: The safety bar keeps the operator clear of the
rotating table while the machine is in operation.
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Due to the continuing policy of product improvement, we reserve the right
to alter specifications and construction without notice.

The McHale 995LM mini linkage balewrapper is designed to wrap small square
bales from a conventional square baler, small round bales may also be
wrapped. The machine comes as standard with a bale counter, aluminium
pre-stretch unit and bale support bobbins. The 995LM is hydraulically driven
and control is through a single bank valve mounted to the side of the machine.
Bales are rotated smoothly via the oscillating roller design on the machine.

Operation
-Attach machine to tractor or hydraulic power pack
-Load bale manually on to the machine
-Attach the fi Im
-Operate the single bank valve.
-When the desired number of rotations have been reached
the alarm will sound and the machine will stop.

-Cut the film
-Rernove bale from machine manually

Technical Data

Linkage Model [Square] 995 LM

Transport Length 2.2m(J'3")
Transport Width 1.4m(4'6") with safety bar attached
Transport Height 1.4m(4'6") at lowest machine height
Weight (unladen) 345 kg.
Attachment to tractor Cat 2 lower linkage
Max Table Speed 25 r.p.m.
Hydraulics Minimum 6Umin @ 60 Bar
Minimum bale weight 30Kg (66Ibs)
Film stretch 55%
Electric's 12 Volt DC
Film 250mm or 360mm and 500mm with optional gears

Options
35% Film stretch for 360mm or 250mm enduro film
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